COMPLEMENTARY DOCTORAL TRAINING

CONTACT US
gs-formations@ip-paris.fr

YOUR TRAINING OBLIGATIONS
The requirements for your training vary depending on the nature of your thesis.

GENERAL CASE
100 hours
- 40 to 60 transverse hours
- 40 to 60 scientific hours
- 0 to 20 language hours

CIFRE
60 hours
- 40 to 60 scientific hours
- 0 to 20 language hours
+ ethics training

COTUTELLE
The obligations are specified in the cotutelle agreement

HOW TO VALIDATE YOUR HOURS?
1 tool:
- ADUM

2 options:
- Catalogue trainings
  For transverse and language training courses provided by the doctoral school
- Non-catalogue trainings
  For courses outside the doctoral school, especially scientific courses

IN ANY CASE
Ethics and scientific integrity training is mandatory
CATALOGUE 2023-2024

IN BRIEF
191 sessions scheduled
Face-to-face or online
In French or English

NEW
Open Science training in partnership with the X School Library and URFIST
Access to ENSTA language courses
Training courses on stress management given by Sylvie Coussot, Psychologist IP Paris

ACCESS THE CATALOGUE
Through your ADUM personal account
Via the QR code below

DECLARE NON-CATALOGUE FROM YOUR ADUM ACCOUNT

WHERE TO DECLARE?
In the menu “Declaration of external training courses”

WHAT TO DECLARE, HOW MUCH AND IN WHICH CATEGORY?
Consult the document “Guide des formations hors catalogue”

WHAT EVIDENCE SHOULD I ATTACH?
Use the document “Emargement formation hors catalogue”

WHERE DO I STAND WITH MY OBLIGATIONS?
Consult the document “Outcome of the undergone training courses”